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Universita t Bielefeld, Postfach 10 01 31, D-33501 Bielefeld, Germany
In this note, it is shown that there exists a natural metric on the set
T :=[tR | sup t<+, inf t # t ]
of bounded subsets of R containing their infimum which endows T with the structure of an
R-tree so that, for every t # T, the ‘‘number’’ of connected components of T"[t ] coincides with
the cardinality *P(R) of the set of subsets of R. In addition, the set of ends of T is explicitly
determined, and various further features of T are discussed, too.  1996 Academic Press, Inc.
0. Introduction
In this note, a fact is communicated which we found rather surprising:
Let T denote the set of all bounded subsets of R which contain their
infimum and put
D(s, t) :=2 max[inf s, inf t, sup(s 2t)]&(inf s+inf t) (s, t # T ).
Then (T, D) is a complete connected metric space which in addition
satisfies the particular conditions required for this metric space being an
R-tree. It is this R-tree we have dubbed the Real Tree. Due to its explicit
description, a long list of assertions concerning its diverse properties can be
established including a canonical one-to-one correspondence between the
set of (equivalence classes of ) its ends and the set E of subsets
eR _ [&] with & # e and sup e<+ enlarged by < (leading to
a canonical valuated matroid structure of rank 2 defined on this set)
and the fact that, for every t # T, the cardinality of the set of connected
components of T"[t ] coincides with the cardinality *P(R) of the set of
subsets of R.
1. Main Results
Let R denote the set of real numbers, and for any subset xR _ [&] of
R :=R _ [&]
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put
x :=sup x # R _ [\]
and
x

:=inf x # R _ [\]
(with < :=& and <

:=+, as usual), and for x, yR put
x 2y :=[: # R | : # x and :  y, or :  x and : # y]
and
xy :=x 2y.
Note that for x, yR one has x =x _ [&] and, therefore,
x( y _ [&])=xy. Put
X :=[xR | x <+ and x

# x],
E :=[x # X | x

=],
and
T :=[x # X | x

# R]
so that X=E _* T. Note that, for every t # T, one has t _ [&] # E. For
s, t # T, we define
D(s, t) :=2 max[st, s

, t

]&(s

+t

).
Note that for singletons s=[:] and t=[;] with :, ; # R, one has
D(s, t)=|:&; |. We want to prove
Theorem 1. (T, D) is an R-tree, that is
(i) (T, D) is a metric space,
(ii) for all s, t # T, there exists a unique isometric embedding .=.s, t
of the closed interval [0, D(s, t)]R into T such that .(0)=s and
.(D(s, t))=t,
(iii) for every injective continuous map : [0, 1]/T : : [ t: of the
unit interval [0, 1]R into T, one has ([0, 1])=.t0, t1([0, D(t0 , t1)]).
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Furthermore, (T, D) is complete as a metric space. Finally, this R-tree is an
R-tree without endpoints, that is
(iv) for every s # T, there exist t, t$ # T"[s] such that D(t, s)+
D(s, t$)=D(t, t$), i.e., s # .t, t$([0, D(t, t$)]).
We will not prove this directly; Theorem 1 will follow from Theorem 2
below:
Theorem 2. If one defines val : E_E  R by
val(e, f ) :=2 } ef,
then the pair (E, val) is a valuated matroid as defined in [DW1], [DW2]1,
that is, for all e, e$, f, f $ # E one has
(i) val(e, f )=&  e=f,
(ii) val(e, f )=val( f, e),
(iii) val(e, e$)+val( f, f $)max[val(e, f )+val(e$, f $), val(e, f $)+
val(e$, f )].
Furthermore, this valuated matroid can be extended to the valuated matroid
E :=(E _ [<], val) by defining val(<, e)=val(e, <) :=0 for all e # E
and, of course, val(<, <) :=&.
Finally, (E , val) is complete as a valuated matroid as defined in [DT1]
and, of course, it isup to natural equivalencethe completion of (E, val)
according to the definitions in [DT1], that is, if, say, p0 denotes the map
p0 : E  R: e [ 2 max[e , 0],
and if (en) is a sequence in E such that for every ’ # R there exists some
N # N with val(em , en)& p0(em)& p0(en)<’ for all m, nN, then in case
lim supn   en<+, the set
e :=[; # R | _N # N \nN ; # en]= .
N # N \ ,nN en+
satisfies the equation
lim
n  
(val(en , f )& p0(en)& p0( f ))=val(e, f )& p0(e)& p0( f )
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for all f # E , while in case lim supn   en=+ one has
lim
n  
(val(en , f )& p0(en)& p0( f ))
=val(<, f )& p0(<)& p0( f )=& f0( f )
for all f # E .2
2. Proofs
The fact that (E, val) is a valuated matroid is a direct consequence of
the following two lemmata:
Lemma 1. For all x, yzR , one has
xymax[xz, yz].
Proof. Since x 2y=(x 2z)2( y 2z) and, therefore, xy=(x 2z)( y 2z)
holds for all x, y, zR , it is enough to show that for all x, y, zR , one
has
(x 2z)( y 2z)max[(x 2z)(z 2z), ( y 2z)(z 2z)],
that iswith x$ :=x 2z, y$ :=y 2z
x$y$max[x$<, y$<],
i.e.,
x$y$max[x$, y$],
which obviously is true. K
Lemma 2. If A is a non-empty set and A_A  R : (a, b) [ ab is a sym-
metric map satisfying abmax[ac, bc] for all a, b, c # A, then this map also
satisfies the inequality
ab+cdmax[ac+bd, ad+bc]
the so called four-point conditionfor all a, b, c, d # A.
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Proof. Assume there are a, b, c, d # A such that ab+cd>ac+bd and
ab+cd>ad+bc. Then, by assumption, we have
max {ac+bdad+bc =<ab+cdmax {
ac+cd
bc+cd =
ac+bc
max {
ac+bc
ac+bd
bc+ac
bc+ad ==max {ac+bd = ,ad+bc
hence
ab+cdac+bc
and, analogously,
ab+cdad+bd,
thus
2ab+2cdac+bc+ad+bd<2ab+2cd,
a contradiction. K
Lemma 1 and Lemma 2 obviously imply
Corollary 1. (E, val) is a valuated matroid.
To finish the proof of Theorem 2, we now prove the completeness of
(E , val) as a valuated matroid:
Proof. Note first that p0( f )> p0( f $) for some f, f $ # E implies f {<
and p0( f )=2 f >0 as well as
f >f ${& or f $=<
and, therefore,
val( f, f $)& p0( f )& p0( f $)
={2f
 &2f & p0( f $)=&p0( f $),
0&2f &0=&2f =&p0( f ),
if f ${<,
if f $=<.
In particular, f, f $ # E (that is, f, f ${<) and p0( f ){p0( f $) implies
val( f, f $)& p0( f )& p0( f $)& p0( f ).
Hence, our assumptions en # E for all n # N and limN (sup[val(em , en)&
p0(em)& p0(en) | m, nN ])=& imply that either there exist some
N # N and some : # R with p0(en)=: for all nN or one has
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limn   p0(en)=+. Moreover, in the first case, one has necessarily
limN   (sup[val(em , en) | m, nN ])=&. Hence, for every ’ # R, one
has val(em , en)<2’ if m, n are large enough, thus [; # em | ;>’]=
[; # en | ;>’]in particular, with e=N # N (nN en) as above, one
has necessarily limn   val(en , e)=&, and p0(en)= p0(eN)= p0(e)
for all nN for some N # N. Consequently, for f # E , f{e, one has
val(en , e)<val(e, f ) for all large n # N, hence val(en , f )=val(e, f ) and,
therefore, limn   val(en , f )=val(e, f ). Thus, one has
lim
n  
(val(en , f )& p0(en)& p0( f ))=val(e, f )& p0(e)& p0( f )
for all f # E .
Else, if limn   p0(en)=+, then one has limn   en=+. For every
f # E and for all large n # N, this implies f <en= 12 p0(en) and, hence,
val(en , f )=2 en= p0(en) which in turn implies
lim
n  
(val(en , f )& p0(en)& p0( f ))
=&p0( f )=val(<, f )& p0(<)& p0( f ).
With this Theorem 2 is proved. K
The connection between Theorem 1 and Theorem 2 can be established
using Fact 1 (which is proved in [DT2]) and Proposition 1 below:
Fact 1. For every valuated matroid M=(M, v : M_M  R : (e, f ) [
v(e, f )), the set
T(M, v) :=[ p : M  R | p(e)=sup[v(e, f )& p( f ) | f # M ] for all e # M ]
is a complete R-tree with respect to the metric
dM=d(M, v) : T(M, v)_T(M, v)  R : ( p, q) [ dM( p, q)
=d(M, v)( p, q) := sup
e # M
| p(e)&q(e)| ,
and its subspace
T o(M, v) :=[ p # T(M, v) | \e # M _ f # M with v(e, f )= p(e)+ p( f )]
is an R-tree without endpoints, which is dense in T(M, v) and which coincides
with T(M, v) if and only if T(M, v) is an R-tree without endpoints.
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Remark. As noted in [DMT], constructions which associate, for some
set X, some n # N, and some map F : X n  R , the set of all maps p : X  R
satisfying, say,
p(x1)=sup[F (x1 , x2 , ..., xn)& p(x2)& } } } & p(xn) | x2 , ..., xn # X ]
for every x1 # X (or any similarly defined collection of maps) appear to
be of interest in many different contexts. In [DMT], they are called
‘‘T-constructions’’ and the theory devoted to the study of these construc-
tions has been dubbed ‘‘T-theory’’. Accordingly, the present note can be
viewed as the study of one particularly striking instance to which T-theory
applies.
Proposition 1. A map p : E  R is an element of T o(E , val) if and only if
there exists some t # T such that
p( f )= pt( f ) :=max[val( f, <)+t
, val( f, t _ [&])&t

]
holds for every f # E . Furthermore, for s, t # T one has
d (E , val)( ps , pt)=sup
e # E
| ps(e)& pt(e) |=D(s, t)
in particular, one has ps= pt if and only if s=t. Finally, we have
T(E , val)=T
o
(E , val) .
(Note that, for p0 as defined in Theorem 2, one has
p[0]( f )=max[val( f, <), val( f, [&, 0])]=max[0, 2 f ]= p0( f )
for every f # E .)
Thus, it follows from Proposition 1, that T coincidesas a metric
spacewith the result of the T-construction applied to the valuated
matroid (E , val), and thatin view of T (E , val)=T
o
(E , val) T must be a
complete R-tree without endpoints. Hence, Theorem 2 and Proposition 1
together yield Theorem 1. Note that we do not need the completeness of
the valuated matroid (E , val) to get this result; but later (see Section 3),
we will make use of its completeness. To prove Proposition 1, we use the
following fact which has also been proved in [DT2] (cf. also [T]):
Fact 2. Let (M, v) be a valuated matroid ; then the following properties
hold :
(i) a map p: M  R is an element of T o(M, v) if and only if there exist
two distinct elements e, e$ # M and some : # R such that for all f # M one has
p( f )= pe, e$; :( f ) :=max[v( f, e)+:, v( f, e$)&:]& 12 v(e, e$)
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if and only if for every e # M there exists some e$ # M"[e] and some : # R
such that p= pe, e$; : ;
(ii) for any two distinct elements e, e$ # M, the map
,e, e$ : R/T(M, v)=: [ pe, e$; :
is an isometry (relative to the metric on T(M, v) defined above)in particular,
for :, ; # R one has
| pe, e$; :(e)& pe, e$; ;(e)|=| pe, e$; :(e$)& pe, e$; ;(e$)|
=|:&; |=sup
f # E
| pe, e$; :( f )& pe, e$; ;( f )|
and, hence, for p, q # ,e, e$(R), one has
sup
f # E
| p( f )&q( f )|=| p(e)&q(e)|=| p(e$)&q(e$)| ;
(iii) for e, e$ # M, e{e$, one has
,e, e$(R)=[ p # T(M, v) | p(e)+ p(e$)=v(e, e$)];
(iv) for any e # M, one has
.
e$ # M"[e]
,e, e$(R)=T o(M, v) ;
(v) for any three pairwise distinct elements e, e$, e" # M, and for
p # ,e, e$(R) and q # ,e, e"(R), one has [ p, q],e, e$(R) or [ p, q],e, e"(R)
or [ p, q],e$, e"(R).
From this fact, one can easily deduce Lemma 3 below which in turn
immediately implies the first two statements in Proposition 1:
Lemma 3. With pt : E  R: f [ max[val( f, <)+t
, val( f, t _ [&])
&t

] for t # T, as in Proposition 1, and
e: :=[\ # e | \>:] _ [:] # T
for all e # E and : # R, one has
pe:= p<, e; :
for all such e and :. Furthermore, one has
d (E , val)( ps , pt)=D(s, t)
for all s, t # T. Thus, (T, D) is canonically isomorphic to the R-tree T o(E , val) .
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Proof. With e and : as above and f # E one has
pe:( f )=max[val( f, <)+:, val( f, e: _ [&])&:]
and
p<, e; :( f )=max[val( f, <)+:, val( f, e)&:].
Hence, our first claim follows from the fact that for every e, f # E and
:, # # R we have
val( f, e: _ [&])=2 } fe:=#>2:
if and only if we have
val( f, e)=2 } fe=#>2:.
Now, assume s, t # T. If stmax[s

, t

], say sts

, then we have
pt(<)+ pt(t _ [&])=&t
+t

=0=val(<, t _ [&])
as well as
ps(<)+ ps(t _ [&])
=&s

+max[val(t _ [&], <)+s

, val(t _ [&], s _ [&])&s

]
=&s

+max[s

, 2 } st&s

]=&s

+s

=0=val(<, t _ [&]).
Thus, in view of Fact 2, (iii), one has ps , pt # ,<, t _ [&](R), and therefore,
in view of Fact 2, (ii),
sup
f # E
| ps( f )& pt( f )|=| ps(<)& pt(<)|=|s
&t

|=D(s, t).
If, otherwise, st>max[s

, t

] and therefore ps # ,<, s _ [&](R)"
,<, t _ [&](R) as well as pt # ,<, t _ [&](R)",<, s _ [&](R), one has
ps , pt # ,s _ [&], t _ [&](R) in view of Fact 2, (v), and therefore, using
again Fact 2, (ii),
sup
f # E
| ps( f )& pt( f )|=| ps(s _ [&])& pt(s _ [&])|
=|s

&(2 } st&t

) |=2 } st&s

&t

=D(s, t). K
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Using Fact 1, we now finish the proof of Proposition 1 by showing
T o(E , val)=T (E , val) :
Proof. Assume p # T(E , val) ; then, as T
o
M is dense in TM for every
valuated matroid M, there exists a Cauchy sequence pn # T o(E , val) with
lim
n  
pn= p
(relative to our metric d (E , val)). According to Lemma 3, for every n # N,
there exists some tn # T with pn= ptn , and for these tn we must have
D(tm, tn)=2 max[tm , tn , tmtn ]&(tm+tn)<=
for every =>0 provided we have m, nN for some N=N(=) # N. As
pt n(<)=&tn converges towards p(<), we must also have
lim
n, m  
tmtn lim
n  
tn=&p(<).
Put
t :=[\ # R | \>&p(<) and _N # N \nN : \ # tn ] _ [&p(<)]
= .
N # N \ ,nN t
n
&p(<)+ .
We claim
p= pt .
To establish this claim, note first that for every :>&p(<) there exists
some N0=N0(:) # N with tmtn<: for all m, nN0 , and that for this N0
we have tm:=t
n
:=t: for all m, nN0 . Now, observe that for f :=< we
surely have p(<)=&t= pt(<), and for f # E we have
p( f )= lim
n  
ptn( f )= lim
n  
max[tn , val( f, tn _ [&])&tn ]
and
pt( f )=max[t , val( f, t _ [&])&t ].
Put : := 12 val( f, t _ [&]). If :>t=&p(<), we have
:= 12 val( f, t _ [&])=
1
2 val( f, t:&= _ [&])
= 12 val( f, t
n
:&= _ [&])=
1
2 val( f, t
n _ [&])
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for all =>0 with :&=>t and all nN0(:&=) and therefore surely
p( f )= lim
n  
ptn( f )= lim
n  
max[tn , 2:&tn ]=max[t , 2:&t ]= pt( f ).
If :t , we have
pt( f )=max[t , 2:&t ]=t
as well as t= ft and, hence, f\=tn\ for every \>t and nN0(\).
Consequently, we have val( f, tn _ [&])2\ for all nN0(\) and
therefore
t=&p(<)= lim
n  
tn lim
n  
(max[tn , val( f, tn _ [&])&tn)2\&t
for all \>t and, therefore, p( f )=limn   (max[tn , val( f, tn _ [&])&tn)=
t= pt( f ). K
3. Further Properties of the Real Tree
Fact 3. For a valuated matroid M=(M, v) and for any e, e$ # M
consider the map ,e, e$ : R/T(M, v) as defined in Fact 2. Then:
(i) for any three pairwise distinct elements e, e$, e" # M, one has
,e, e$(:)={
,e, e"(:+ 12 (v(e, e")&v(e, e$)))
for : 12(v(e$, e")&v(e, e"))
,e$, e"(&:+ 12 (v(e$, e")&v(e, e$)))
for : 12(v(e$, e")&v(e, e"));
(ii) if (M, v) is complete, then every isometric embedding , of R into
T(M, v) is of the form ,=,e, e$ for some e, e$ # M.
Two isometries 1 , 2 : R/A for any metric space A are defined to be
equivalent if there exist some = # [\1] and some :0 # R such that 1(:)=
2(=:+:0) holds for all : # R, orequivalentlyif 1(R)=2(R).
Proposition 2. (i) A map  : R/T from R into T is an isometry if
and only if, up to equivalence, it is either of the form
=e : R  T : : [ e:
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for some e # E, or it is of the form
=e, e$ : R  T : : [ {e&:+ee$ ,e$:+ee$ ,
if :0
if :0
for some distinct e, e$ # E ;
(ii) for any two subsets e, f # E and any :, ; # R one has e(:)=f (;)
if and only if :=;efin particular, one has e=f if and only if e= f.
Proof. We denote the isometry
T  T (E , val) : t [ ( pt : E  R: e [ max[val(e, <)+t , val(e, t)&t ])
(cf. Lemma 3) by {.
Since a map  : R  T is an isometry if and only if { b  is an isometry
from R into T (E , val) , it follows immediately from Fact 3 that the isometries
 : R/T are exactly the maps
e, e$ :={&1 b ,e, e$ : R  T
with e, e$ # E , e{e$, where ,e, e$ : R  T (E , val) is defined for the valuated
matroid (E , val) according to Fact 2, (iii).
In case e=<, in view of pe$:= p<, e$; : (cf. Lemma 3) one has
{&1 b ,<, e$(:) {&1( p<, e$; :)=e$:
for every : # R. Else, in case e{<{e$, one has
{&1 b ,e, e$(:)
={
{&1(,<, e( 12 (val(e, e$)&val(e, <))&:))
for : 12 (val(e$, <)&val(e, <))
{&1(,<, e$( 12 (val(e, e$)&val(e$, <))+:))
for : 12 (val(e$, <)&val(e, <))
={{
&1(,<, e(ee$&:)) for :0
{&1(,<, e$(ee$+:)) for :0
={eee$&: for :0eee$+: for :0;
thus, (i) follows from Fact 3, while (ii) follows directly from the defini-
tions. K
Note, that (cf. Fact 2, (iv)) T is covered by the images of the isometries
e , e # E.
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For an R-tree (R, d), an end is defined as an equivalence class of
isometries  : R0 /R relative to the equivalence relation
1t2 :  1(:+:1)=2(:+:2)
for some :1 , :2 # R0 and all :0.
In [T], the following fact has been established:
Fact 4. For any R-tree (R, d ) and any a # R, the set
Ea(R) :=[ : R0 /R |  is an isometry with (0)=a]
is a complete set of representatives for the set of equivalence classes formed
by the ends of R. Ea(R) is a complete valuated matroid with respect to the
valuation
vR, a : Ea(R)_Ea(R)  R : (, $) [ &2 } sup[: # R | (:)=$(:)].
Furthermore, if R$T(M, v) for some valuated matroid (M, v) then
(Ea(R), vR, a) is a completion of (M, v) up to ‘‘projective equivalence’’ (hence,
in particular, R$T(Ea(R), vR, a)).
Obviously, every isometry  : R/R induces two distinct ends of R, and
it is well-known that, conversely, any two distinct ends of R determine an
isometry from R into T which is unique up to equivalence; thus, making
use of Fact 4, Propositon 2 can be reformulated as
Proposition 2$. The ends of (T, D) correspond in a one-to-one fashion
to the set E , the end corresponding to any e # E being represented by the
isometry  : R0 /T : : [ e(&:), while the end corresponding to the
empty set < # E is represented by the isometry e | R 0 for oneand, hence,
for alle # Ein particular, putting e :=[&], it is represented by the
map R0  T : : [ [:].
If we represent the ends of (T, D) by isometries | : R0 /T with |(0)=
[0], that is, the ends corresponding to e # E with e 0 by
|e : R0  T : : [ {[:],e2e &:=e(2e &:),
if 0:e ,
if :>e ,
the ends corresponding to e # E with e <0 by
|e : R0  T : : [ e&:=e(&:),
and the end corresponding to < # E by
|< : R0  T : : [ [:],
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then, for all e, f # E, one has
sup[: # R | |e(:)=|f (:)]=max[0, e ]+max[0, f ]&ef
and
sup[: # R | |e(:)=|<(:)]=max[0, e ].
Proof. Obviously, for e # E and : # R0 , we have |e(:)=[:]=|<(:)
if and only if :max[0, e ] if and only if :inf |e(:). So, it remains to
prove that for all e, f # E and : # R0 we have |e(:)=|f (:) if and only if
:max[0, e ]+max[0, f ]&ef which follows easily from the definitions
and Proposition 2, (ii):
 for e, f # E with e >f 0, one has ef =e and, hence, max[0, e ]+
max[0, f ]&ef = f , as well as |e(:)=|f (:) if and only if : f ;
 for e, f # E with e = f 0, one has e2e &:=f2 f &: if and only
if 2e &:ef, i.e., one has |e(:)=|f (:) if and only if :2e &ef =
max[0, e ]+max[0, f ]&ef ;
 for e, f # E with e 0> f , one has ef =e and, hence, max[0, e ]+
max[0, f ]&ef =0, as well as |e(:)=|f (:) if and only if :=0;
 for e, f # E with f e <0, one has |e(:)=|f (:) if and only if
:&ef =max[0, e ]+max[0, f ]&ef. K
Corollary 2. If one defines
’: E  R : e [ max[0, e ]
and
w : E _E  R : (e, f ) [ &2 } sup[: # R0 | |e(:)=|f (:)],
then (E , w) is a valuated matroid, and one has
w(e, f )=val(e, f )&’(e)&’( f )
for all e, f # E , i.e., w and val are what we call ‘‘projectively equivalent.’’
The following fact (proved, once more, in [DT2]) on the one hand
describes ends of T-constructions in terms of maps from the R-tree to R
and, on the other hand, gives a common description of the points as well
as the ends of (certain) T-constructions:
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Fact 5. For a valuated matroid (M, v) and its T-construction T(M, v) ,
define
u : (M _ T(m, v))_(M _ T(m, v))  R :
(x, y) [ {
dM (x, y),
x( y),
y(x),
v(x, y),
if x, y # T (M, v) ,
if x # T(M, v) , y # M,
if x # M, y # T(m, v) ,
if x, y # M.
Then the following three statements hold :
(i) for all x, x$, y, y$ # M _ T(M, v) , one has
u(x, x$)+u( y, y$)max[u(x, y)+u(x$, y$), u(x, y$)+u(x$, y)];
(ii) for all a, b # M _ T(M, v) , one has
inf[u(a, p)+u(b, p) | p # T (M, v)]=u(a, b).
(iii) if (M, v) is complete as a valuated matroid, a map P :
M _ T(M, v)  R with P(T(M, v))R satisfies the condition
P(x)+u( y, z)max[P( y)+u(x, z), P(z)+u(x, y)]
for all x, y, z # M _ T(M, v) if and only if there exist some a0 # M _ T(M, v) and
some :0 # R with
P(x)=u(a0 , x)+:0
for every x # M _ T(M, v) .
Applied to our situation, with
X :=X _ [<]=E _ T,
this yields
Proposition 3. The map
u: X _X  R :
(x, y) [ {
D(x, y),
x( y),
y(x),
v(x, y),
if x, y # T,
if x # T, y # E ,
if x # E , y # T,
if x, y # E
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2 max[xy, x

, y

]&‘(x)&‘( y), if x, y # X,
={&‘(x)&‘( y), if x=<{y or x{<= y,& if x=&= y,
with
‘(x) :={x ,0,
if x # T,
if x # X "T,
satisfies
u(x, x$)+u( y, y$)max[u(x, y)+u(x$, y$), u(x, y$)+u(x$, y)]
for all x, x$, y, y$ # X .
A map P : X  R with P(T )R satisfies the condition
P(x)+u( y, z)max[P( y)+u(x, z), P(z)+u(x, y)]
for all x, y, z # X if and only if there exist some a0 # X and some :0 # R with
P(x)=u(a0 , x)+:0
for every x # X .
And, for all a, b # X , one has
inf[u(a, t)+u(b, t) | t # T ]=u(a, b).
We will now consider a partial ordering  on X =X _ [<], namely:
x y :  x

=max[x

, y

, xy]
 x

y

and x=yx

 x

xy and x 2y{[x

]
for x, y # X . The following results are easily checked and indicate that
this partial ordering on X makes one look at T as an R-tree ‘‘rooted at its
end <.’’3
Proposition 4. (i) For every y # X , one has < y;
(ii) for e # E and t # T one has te if and only if t=e: for some
: # R (namely for : :=t

);
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(iii) for x, y # X , there exists a unique z=x 7 y # X satisfying zx
and zy as well as z$z for every z$ # X with z$x and z$ y: in case
xy>max[x

, y

], that is, in case x3 y3 x, this element is given by
x7 y=xxy= yxy
(which in fact lies in T ), while in case, say, x y one has x 7 y=x;
(iv) for x # X, the set [t # T | tx] is linearly ordered and equals
[x: | :x
];
(v) for t, t$ # T, one has D(t, t$)=D(t, t 7 t$)+D(t 7 t$, t$), and one
has [s # T | D(t, s)+D(s, t$)=D(t, t$)]=[s # T | t 7 t$st or t 7 t$
st$];
(vi) for e : R/T (e # E ) as in Proposition 2, one has e(R)=
[t # T | te] and, for :, ; # R, one has e(:)e(;) if and only if :; ;
finally, for e, e$ : R/T (e, e$ # E ), one has e, e$(R)=[t # T | e 7 e$te
or e 7e$te$];
(vii) for t # T, the map pt : E  R as defined in Proposition 1 satisfies
pt(e)=D(t 7 e, t)+t 7 e for every e # E ;
(viii) for two distinct a, b # X and u: X _X  R as in Proposition 3,
one has u(a, t)+u(b, t)=min[u(a, t$)+u(b, t$) | t$ # T ] if and only if
a7bta or a 7btb.
We now come to the announced result concerning the ‘‘homogeneous-
ness’’ of T :
Fact 6. For a valuated matroid (M, v), any element p of its T-construction
T(M, v) , and any e # M, the set ?0(T(M, v)"[ p]) of connected components of
T(M, v)"[ p] is canonically isomorphic to K _* [e], where K is the set of equiv-
alence classes in [e$ # M | p(e)+ p(e$)=v(e, e$)] relative to the equivalence
relation
e$te":  p(e$)+ p(e")>v(e$, e").
(For a proof see [DT2].)
Proposition 5. For every t # T, the set ?0(T"[t]) of connected com-
ponents of T"[t] is canonically isomorphic to the set K _* [<], where K is
the set of germs of nonnegative subsets of R, that is, the set of equivalence
classes of subsets A, B, ... of R0 relative to the equivalence relation
AtB:  A & [0, ’[=B & [0, ’[ for some ’>0
 A 2B>0,
in particular, the cardinality of ?0(T"[t]) is independent of t and coincides
with the cardinality *P(R) of the set of subsets of R.
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Proof. For t # T, one has
[e # E | pt(<)+ pt(e)=val(<, e)]=[e # E | pt(e)=t
]
=[e # E | te]
=[e # E | et

=t ]=: K1 ,
and for e, f # K1 one has
pt(e)+ pt( f )>val(e, f )
 ef <t

 e & ] t

&’, t

]=f & ] t

&’, t

] for some ’>0.
Obviously, the map e [ e$ :=e 2t is a bijection from K1 to the set [e$ # E |
e$t

] which in turn can be mapped bijectively to K2 :=[e"R | e"0] via
e$ [ e" :=&e$+t

, and for e, f # K1 one has e & ] t
&’, t

]=f & ] t

&’, t

] for
some ’>0 if and only if for the corresponding subsets e", f " # K2 one has
e" & [0, ’[=f " & [0, ’[ for the same ’>0.
If now for any subset x[0, 1[ of [0, 1[ one defines x" :=[1(:+n) |
: # x, n # N], one has x" # K2 , and for x, y[0, 1[ and ’>0 one has
x" & [0, ’[= y" & [0, ’[ if and only if x= y. Thus, the set of germs of non-
negative subsets of R has a cardinality at least as large as that of the set of
subsets of [0, 1[ which is equal to the cardinality of the set of subsets of R. K
From this proposition, it follows (cf. [DT3]) that for every R-tree R with
*?0(R"[r])*P(R) for every r # R there exists an isometry from R into
T, and that for any isometry .: T $/T from a subset T $ of T into T there
exists an isometry .$: T/ T from T onto T with .$|T $=. if and only if for
every t # T $ the cardinality of the set of connected components of T"[t ]
which do not contain any element from T $ coincides with the cardinality of
connected components of T"[.(t)] which do not contain any element from
.(T $).
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